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Previous recommendations to employ occurrence, nonoccurrence, and overall estimates of
interobserver reliability for interval data are reviewed. A rationale for comparing ob-
tained reliability to reliability that would result from a random-chance model is ex-
plained. Formulae and graphic functions are presented to allow for the determination of
chance agreement for each of the three indices, given any obtained per cent of intervals
in which a response is recorded to occur. All indices are interpretable throughout the
range of possible obtained values for the per cent of intervals in which a response is re-
corded. The level of chance agreement simply changes with changing values. Statistical
procedures that could be used to determine whether obtained reliability is significantly
superior to chance reliability are reviewed. These procedures are rejected because they
yield significance levels that are partly a function of sample sizes and because there are
no general rules to govern acceptable significance levels depending on the sizes of sam-
ples employed.
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Much research involving applied behavior
analyses employs data collected by observers who
record the occurrence of responses during short
time intervals (e.g., Ayllon and Roberts, 1974;
Glynn and Thomas, 1974; Knapczyk and Liv-
ingston, 1974). Such research assesses the reli-
ability of observations by having two observers
simultaneously record the same responses. The
two records are compared interval-by-interval to
determine the percentage of intervals in which
the two observers agree that the behavior did or
did not occur.

This index might be called overall reliability
and is defined by:

Rovera 01&2+N&2 X 100 (1)

where

O1,2 = the number of intervals in which both
Observer 1 and Observer 2 record the
response as occurring;

N1.2= the number of intervals in which both
Observer 1 and Observer 2 record the
response as not occurring; and

T the total number of intervals for
which the two observers' records are
compared.

For example, if two persons simultaneously ob-
serve for 100 intervals, and both record some re-
sponse as occurring in the same 63 intervals and
do not record the response as occurring in the
same 17 intervals (during the remaining 20 in-
tervals, one or the other, but not both, records
the response as occurring), the overall index of
reliability would be:

Roverall =i 17 X 100100
Roverail =80%

The ratio of intervals of agreement to total in-
tervals is commonly multiplied by 100 to yield
a percentage.

'This manuscript is part of a paper, "Problems in
Experimental Design and Data Analysis", presented
at the American Psychological Association Meetings
in Montreal, Canada, 1973. Preparation of this man-
uscript was supported in part by SRS grant 59-P-
35116. Reprints may be obtained from B. L. Hopkins,
Department of Human Development, University of
Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 66045.
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Bijou, Peterson, and Ault (1968) mentioned
that the above index of reliability may be diffi-
cult to interpret whenever responses are recorded
as occurring in either a large percentage or a
small percentage of intervals. Table 1 is a hypo-
thetical example of the problem that can exist
for responses recorded as occurring in only a few
intervals. Each observer has recorded the re-
sponse as occurring in one of the 10 intervals.
The observers agreed by making similar obser-
vations in eight of the 10 intervals. However,
they failed to agree on intervals in which the re-
sponse is recorded as occurring. Such records
would cause doubt that the observers are, in fact,
agreeing on occurrences of the response.

Similar problems exist for responses recorded
as occurring in most intervals. Table 2 is a hypo-
thetical example of such a problem. The two ob-
servers recorded the response as occurring in
90% of the intervals. Moreover, the observers
agreed that the behavior did or did not occur in
80% of the intervals. Nevertheless, the observ-
ers failed to agree on the intervals in which the
response is not recorded as occurring. This dis-
crepancy is crucial. The observers might be re-
cording two entirely different but relatively
high-rate behaviors, and interval-by-interval
comparison of their records would yield many
intervals of agreement simply because both are
recording some response as occurring in most
intervals.

Table 1
A hypothetical example of records obtained by two
observers recording a behavior as occurring in a small
percentage of intervals.

Short Intervals

Observer 1 B

Observer 2 B

Overall a, wwws-
agreement

O 1&2

Olor2 -w

Table 2

A hypothetical example of records obtained by two
observers recording a behavior as occurring in a large
percentage of intervals.

Short Intervals

Observeri1 B B B B B B B B B

Observer 2 B B B B B B B B B

Overall P,0 P PO god PO ;OO ;00 JOO
Agreement

N1&2 ___

Nior2 Po__

Because of these problems, Bijou et al. (1968)
recommended that an index of occurrence reli-
ability be computed for very low-rate behaviors
and an index of nonoccurrence reliability for
high-rate behaviors. However, as Hawkins and
Dotson (1975) noted, their recommendations
have not been widely adopted by researchers.
The calculation definitions for these indices are:

Roccurrence = T&2 X 100 (2)

and

Rnoloccurrence = N X 100 (3)

In the example of Table 1, there are no intervals
in which both observers record the response as
occurring and two intervals in which either ob-
server records the behavior as occurring. Thus,
there is 0% agreement on occurrences of the be-
havior. Similarly in Table 2, although there is
80% agreement on the overall reliability index,
the two observers fail to agree on intervals in
which the response does not occur and there is,
therefore, 0% agreement on the nonoccurrence
index.

Routine methods are available to compare ob-
tained percentages of agreement to agreement
that would be expected by a random-chance
model. The chance model assumes that the two
observers record the response as occurring in the
same number of intervals as it is empirically de-
termined to occur. However, the model further
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assumes that the recording of instances of the re-
sponse are randomly distributed over intervals.
It is then possible to determine whether the em-
pirically determined reliability as obtained by
two actual observers is superior to reliability that
might be obtained by chance.

Computation formulae for these chance-reli-
ability indices can be deduced from the basic the-
orems of probability theory for independent
events (Feller, 195 7). They are:

Chance Rovera,I- (01 x 02)+ (NlX N2) x 100 (4)ChanceRveraii - (T)2

Chance Roccurrence -
X 02 X 100 ((5)

Chance Rnonoccurrence =NiN2 x 100 (6)(T)I2
where

O1 the number of intervals in which Ob-
server 1 records the response as occur-
ring;

02 = the number of intervals in which Ob-
server 2 records the response as occur-
ring;

Ni = the number of intervals in which Ob-
server 1 records the response as not oc-
curing;

N2= the number of intervals in which Ob-
server 2 records the response as not oc-
curring; and

T the total number of intervals for which
the two observers' records are com-
pared.

Suppose that two observers are recording on-
task behavior for a retarded child in a classroom
and that they simultaneously observe for 100,
10-sec intervals. Further suppose that both re-
cord the response as occurring in 90 intervals
and that the index of overall reliability, as calcu-
lated by formula (1) above, indicates that they
agree on 80% of the intervals. We can employ
formula (4) to determine if the obtained per-
centage of agreement is better than would be
obtained by chance:

Chance Roveraii = (90X 90) + (10X 10) x 100= % (100)2
=82%

Indeed, the obtained percentage of agreement,
80, would be less than the 82% expected by
chance.

Each of the three computational formulae,
(4), (5), and (6), is constructed in such a way
that chance agreement varies with the empirical
per cent of intervals in which the response is re-
corded as occurring. By assuming various pro-
portions of intervals in which a behavior is re-
corded as occurring, the entire chance functions
can be developed. For example, if two observers
are recording a behavior as occurring in 10% of
the observation intervals,

Chance Rover.,, = [(pO, X pO2) + (pNi X pN2)] X 100
= [(0.10 X 0.10) + (0.90 X 0.90)) X 100
= [0.01 +0.81) x 100=82%.

(7)

If the behavior is being recorded as occurring in
309% of the intervals,

Chance RoveralI = [(0.30 X 0.30) + (0.70 X 0.70)) X 100
= [0.09 + 0.49) X 100 = 58%.

Formula (7) is equivalent to formula (4) but has
been transformed to deal with proportions of in-
tervals, rather than actual numbers of intervals
to allow for easy computations for the hypo-
thetical cases. The terms pOi, pO2, etc., are the
proportion of intervals in which Observer 1 re-
cords the behavior as occurring, the proportion
in which Observer 2 records the behavior as oc-
curring, etc.

The entire function for chance overall relia-
bility is plotted in Figure 1. The function is qual-
itatively similar to one published by Hawkins
and Dotson (1975) but is more exact than theirs.
To use this function, first determine the per cent
of intervals in which the observers are recording
the behavior as occurring. Find this per cent on
the horizontal axis. Project a straight line verti-
cally from that point. The point at which the
projected line intercepts the function provides
the per cent reliability that would be obtained
by chance by projecting a horizontal line from
that point on the function to the vertical axis.
For example, as determined on Figure 1, chance
agreement is about 73 % for a response recorded
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Fig. 1. Overall chance reliability as a function of
the per cent of intervals in which a behavior is re-

corded as occurring.

as occurring in about 16% of the intervals of
observation.

The function in Figure 1 assumes that the
two observers are recording the response as oc-

curring in about the same per cent of intervals.
If there are discrepancies in the per cent of in-
tervals in which the response is reported to oc-

cur by the two observers, then the calculation
formula (4) should be employed, rather than
Figure 1.

Figure 2 is the chance-reliability functions de-
veloped for the occurrence and nonoccurrence

indices. The function for the overall index and
the function for the occurrence index converge

as the per cent of intervals in which the response

is recorded approaches 100. Similarly, the over-

all and nonoccurrence functions converge as the

per cent of intervals in which the response is

recorded approaches zero.

The functions of Figure 2 are used in the same
way as described above for the function for the
overall index. Thus, chance occurrence reliabil-
ity for observers recording a response as occur-

ring in 10% of intervals is only 1%. Chance
nonoccurrence reliability for observers recording
a response as occurring in 70% of intervals is

only 9%. Again, the calculation formulae (5)
and (6) should be used instead of the figures un-

less both observers are recording the response as

occurring in about the same percentage of inter-
vals.

Inspection of Figures 1 and 2 indicates that
all three functions are continuous for the entire
range of the per cent of intervals in which a re-
sponse is recorded as occurring. Therefore, con-
trary to the Bijou et al. (1968) recommendation,
all of the indices of reliability are interpretable,
regardless of per cent of intervals in which ob-
servers record a response. The level of chance
agreement simply changes as the per cent of
intervals in which the behavior is recorded
changes.

100

OCCURRENCE NON-OCCURRENCE
INDEX INDEX

80

60

20.

0 50 100 0 50 100

PERCENT OF INTERVALS IN WHICH
BEHAVIOR IS RECORDED

Fig. 2. Occurrence and nonoccurrence chance reli-
ability as a function of the per cent of intervals in
which a behavior is recorded as occurring.

Suppose, for example, that two observers in-
dependently record whether or not a child en-
gages in some social interaction during each of
100, 10-sec intervals. Further suppose that each
observer records the behavior as occurring in
20% of the intervals and that the empirical per-
centages of agreement for the two observers, as
calculated by formulae (1), (2), and (3) are:

Roverall = 80%
Roccurrence = 33%

Rnonoccurrence = 78%.

Chance agreement for these indices, as deter-
mined either by projection on Figures 1 and 2 or
by calculation with formulae (4), (5), and (6)
is:
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Chance Roverall = 68%i
Chance Roccurrence = 04%

Chance Rnonoccurrence = 64%.

In fact, obtained reliability for all three indices
is greater than would be expected by chance.

Once either the figures or the calculation for-
mulae have been employed to determine that
observations of independent observers are better
than would be expected by chance, it is reason-
able to question how much better. This, of
course, is the kind of question for which inferen-
tial statistics might be appropriate. Several sta-
tistical procedures have been recommended for
dealing with such problems. Cohen's k or kappa
(Cohen, 1960) is a coefficient of interjudge
agreement that excludes chance agreements. The
Phi coefficient provides a measure of the correla-
tion between the records of two different observ-
ers (Young and Veldman, 1965). Both of these
descriptive statistics can be related to inferential
statistics to yield an estimate of the probability
that obtained reliability is superior to chance re-
liability. Similarly, Fisher's exact test or a Chi
square can be used to compute the likelihood
that agreements as good as those obtained could
be attributed to chance (Siegel, 1956). However,
these statistical procedures provide ambiguous
answers to questions regarding how much better
than chance a particular degree of reliability
may be. Essentially, statistical significance in-
creases and confidence levels decrease as sample
sizes increase. Furthermore, agreement even only
slightly superior to chance may become statisti-
cally significantly better than chance as sample
sizes become large.

Consider again the example in which two ob-
servers record the social interactions of a child
and their agreement is subsequently compared
with chance agreement. Again, assume that the
obtained index of overall reliability is 80% and
chance overall reliability is 60%. Suppose we
calculate kappa and then ask if the obtained
kappa is significantly different from zero. If our
data involve 100 intervals, the probability of
obtaining the calculated kappa by chance is less
than 0.006, while if exactly the same relation-

ships held, but our data were based on only 10
intervals, the probability would be less than
0.23.

The other inferential statistics behave in ex-
actly the same fashion as kappa. Unless research-
ers had some rule of thumb, or perhaps method
based on experience, to determine what might be
an acceptable level of significance for a given
sample size in a particular area of research, the
results of the inferential statistics provide virtu-
ally useless information. Moreover, for the
large samples often involved in calculations of
reliability in applied behavior analyses, the in-
ferential statistics are particularly generous. Re-
turning to our example, if obtained overall
agreement were 80X%, and if this were only
slightly greater than a calculated chance agree-
ment of 78%, kappa would still be significant at
the 0.01 level if the observations were based on
only 150 intervals.

At this time, there appears to be no satisfac-
tory way to determine that obtained reliability is
acceptably better than chance reliability. There-
fore, the procedures for calculating chance reli-
ability can only describe a lower boundary at
which obtained reliability is unacceptable. In
practice, researchers would generally demand
higher degrees of interobserver reliability if the
effects of independent variables are slight than if
large effects were obtained, because apparent
slight effects might simply be attributable to ob-
servation errors. However, there is no objective
rule that allows a researcher to translate this
consideration into a greater-than-chance lower
limit for acceptable obtained reliability.

CONCLUSIONS

Four recommendations follow from the above
considerations:

1. All publications dealing with interval data
should report indices of interobserver agreement,
as suggested by Bijou et al. (1968) and Hawkins
and Dotson (1975).

2. Researchers should calculate and publish
indices of random-chance interobserver agree-
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ment against which obtained measures can be
compared.

3. All indices (overall, occurrence, and non-
occurrence) of reliability can be interpreted re-
gardless of the per cent of intervals in which a
response is recorded. This is contrary to the rec-
ommendations of Bijou et al. and of Hawkins
and Dotson.

4. Until other statistics are developed, re-
searchers should postpone considerations of how
much better than chance is the obtained interob-
server reliability.
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